
%
236
152 64,41%

84 35,59%

% Use %
108 76,60% 102 72,34%

No 14 9,93% 6 4,26%
17 12,06% 33

2 1,42% 0 0,00%
141 108

I love football!! 

SISSA Sports Court Survey
October 2013 – Results

People entitled to vote
Voters
Not voters

Do you want SISSA to build the sports court, according to the the plans? If yes, are you going to use the court?
Building

Yes

Not Interested
No answer
Total

Comments (all of them)
Opportuno pero' tener conto del numero e della fruizione di altre palestre presenti in citta'
There are more important topics, solvable with much less money 

Just if there's no damage to the park in doing it 
I think that in a time of spending review and shortage of money it would be a waste of resources.
It would be great to experiment a real sport facilities like inside our campus like in every other university outside Italy. Great 
opportunity!! 
Credo che se il campo verrò costruito probabilmente verrà anche usato; ciò nonostante non so, nè ho i mezzi per capire se che 
sia il miglior investimento possibile 
If the lighting is not included my answer is NO. 
better if you also put lights and provide free showers 
Save the existing trees 
Tennis or Basketball court please!! 
I'll be *super* pleased to have a sports court. Let's play softball! 
Let's save trees and nature! 
It is good to have a sport court at SISSA, it will contribute to consolidate friendship relations among the students. 
actually there may thousands reasons for this, so better say why not??? 
i only play basketball 
SISSA has a beautiful estate, let's keep it the way it is. Moreover, the project seems poorly conceived. 
I say no because there is no lighting.
With lighting, I would say yes. 
I think there are much more important expenses and problems to address currently than building a sports court. I believe also 
there are better ways to encourage cooperation between students and to attract new students to sissa. 
It is very important to have a shower for free. If I have a free court but I have to pay to have a shower after playing, I am 
against. 
I would have liked additional information about the amount of money to be spent and its possible alternative use.
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